Schedule
Friday:
7 pm - Arrive
7-9:30 - Free Time: Check in until 1030
9:30 - Welcome and Games, Trivia
10 - TBarM Representative to go over rules, Bed times (Bring your packets, Map,
Sign ups, Leader Prayer, Devotionals)
10:15-11:15 - Capture the Flag
1130 - back to cabins
12 - Lights out
Saturday
730 - Leader Prayer in Dining Hall
815-9 - Breakfast and Devotional
9-945 - Devotionals
945 - large group #1
1045 - 1115 - SG Time
1130-1215 - Seminars
12:30 -115 Lunch
145-3:30 - Frisbee tournament on soccer field
330 - Basketball Tournament
3:30-5 - Gaga Ball/9Square Tourney
5-6:15 - Sand Volleyball Tourney
130-5 - Assembly Hall open with Board Games, Art Supplies,
Cards
615-7 - Dinner
715 - 845 - Large group #2
930-1130 - BonFire
Sunday
745 - Leader prayer in Dining Hall
745 - 815 - Pack up
815-9 - Breakfast
9-930 - Devos
945-11 - Large group #2

Seminars
Oscar Palin - “How can I trust the Bible to be true?”
In this session, we will take a look at the Bible as a whole and see how we can
truly trust the Bible as the reliable, inerrant words of God which can stand up to
even our biggest questions.
Patrick Fischl “Peace for an Anxious Heart”
There’s so much to be anxious about. Grades. Work. Your parents. Are we just
supposed to live with anxiety? We’ll look at Philippians 4:4-7, and the promise of
peace we have with Christ.
Lee Wright - “What to expect in College” (For Seniors)
You are almost there. Graduation is just around the corner. Transitioning from
High School to College is an exciting time but can also come with a learning
curve. What are some practical ways that you can prepare for college? What are
some challenges that you may face on the campus? What are some things you
can do while in college to help maintain a strong faith?
Tree Triolo - “Being a Blessing to Others”
The Bible calls us to live lives of hospitality. Hospitality sometimes doesn’t come
naturally to us however, it doesn’t have to be this daunting thing! We will be
briefly looking at the book of Ruth and look at how we can apply biblical
hospitality even in simple ways in our lives.

